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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) gives a strong structure for connecting things to the internet to facilitate Machine to Machine (M2M)
communication and data transmission through basic network protocols such as TCP/IP. IoT is growing at a fast pace, and billions of
devices are now associated, with the amount expected to reach trillions in the coming years. Many fields, including the army, farming,
manufacturing, healthcare, robotics, and biotechnology, are adopting IoT for advanced solutions as technology advances. This paper
offers a detailed view of the current IoT paradigm, specifically proposed for robots, namely the Internet of Robotic Things (IoRT). IoRT
is a collection of various developments such as Cloud Computing, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, and the (IoT). This paper
also goes over architecture, which would be essential in the design of Multi-Role Robotic Systems for IoRT. Furthermore, includes systems
underlying IoRT, as well as IoRT implementations. The paper provides the foundation for researchers to imagine the idea of IoRT and
to look beyond the frame while designing and implementing IoRT-based robotic systems in real-world implementations.
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I.

analysis tools to enable robots to better understand the situation.
Intelligent transportation and robotic assistants are two use cases
[9]. The previous use of the word IoRT in research corresponded
to alternative approaches, such as the "robotic view of the
Internet of Things" aimed at stable team communication, and
robots are simply additional sensors [8] [10] [11] [12] [13].

INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

So far, the IoT and robotics culture has been supported by
different but highly complementary goals; the first aimed to
promote information services for detection, tracking, and
ubiquitous surveillance, and the second to create movement,
interaction, and interaction behavior. [1] As a result, it is
increasingly believed that the development of an (IoRT) that
combines the results of the two cultures will have great added
value.

Fig. 1 shows two non-robot assists in the development of
distributed robotic systems: cloud computing and the Internet of
Things. Three ideas underly IoT technology: (1) sensors
embedded in the environment and on our body parts; (2)
connected smart objects communicating through machine-tomachine (M2M); and (3) data analytics and semantic
technologies that transform raw sensor data. Cloud computing
provides on-demand network access to a pool of virtualized
hardware resources (computers, storage) or higher-end
appliances. The cloud was utilized by the IoT group to provide
customizable IoT network resources that control sensor data
access (raw, archived, or aggregated). Managing billions of IoT
device data streams across several clustered data centers creates
concerns about latency, reaction time, large input bandwidth
needs, and data privacy [14]–[16]. Edge computing (also known
as fog computing or cloud applications) brings distributed

Early signs of IoRT integration can be found in control
concepts of clustered and heterogeneous robots such as
networked robotics or robotic ecology, as well as strategies such
as ubiquitous robotics and cloud robotics hosts resourceintensive technologies on the server-side [2][3][4] [5] [6] [7]. In
an Allied Business Intelligence (ABI) research report, the term
"Robotic Internet of Things" was coined to describe the structure
in which sensor data from various sources is combined,
interpreted using local and distributed information, and used to
monitor and verify things in the physical world [8].
This cyber-physical IoT perspective has led to better
business performance by leveraging IoT sensors and data
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computing power on demand closer to the edge of the network,
to data generators. [17]. The cloud framework has also been
adopted by the robot community called cloud robotics to offload
resource-intensive tasks, through data and information exchange
between robots app store models [18] [7] [19] [20]. While cloud
robotics and IoRT overlap, the former focuses more on
providing computing power and accessible storage networks for
data and information, while the latter focuses more on
connectivity, M2M, and intelligent data processing [21] [8].

necessary and others optional, useful to define IoT patterns.
There are, in general, the name and aliases to identify the pattern,
the symbol to connect a graphical component with the pattern in
a diagram, a problem section to describe the issue with which
the pattern is built, the context to explain the situation wherein
the problem exists and any constraints, and the forces
represented by potentially conflicting considerations to keep in
mind when selecting a pattern [34] [35].

III.

IoRT is about the convergence of Smart Field capabilities
and autonomous agents in the technical IoT system (robot). Fig.
2 clearly illustrates this principle. We refer to smart zones as
applications such as smart rooms, smart factories, smart
buildings, and smart cities. The monitoring of states and
processes in a specified control environment is the key aspect of
these applications. Most functions involve maintaining
necessary environmental factors such as room temperature and
humidity, often using complex heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, or using control conditions (such
as turning on the air) with simple sensors and actuators. air
conditioning or opening windows with simple controls and
turning the heating on and off at the right time). When regular
electricity rates or power peaks are low, one of the aims is to
turn off the power, for example, or the washing machine. This
implies that energy use is tracked by looking for people who are
carrying household appliances [36].

Fig. 1. Three concepts of IoT technologies [22].

The purpose of this article is to provide a quick overview of
the idea of a robotic IoT, including its general design,
advantages, and challenges, as well as some realistic use cases
and guidance, in the hopes of raising awareness and encouraging
future research. The following is how the rest of the article is
organized: chapter 2 is a summary of recent work. Chapter 3
introduces the reader to the idea behind the robotic Internet of
Things, concepts, capabilities, and IoRT architecture. Chapter 4
highlights the five key technologies enabling IoRT, while
Chapter 5 discusses unresolved issues and challenges. Chapter 6
describes some important practical applications of IoRT.
Discussion and Conclusion summarized in Sections 7 & 8.

II.

INTERNET OF ROBOTIC THINGS

RELATED WORK

The rapid proliferation of IoT-based applications has
recently resulted in the definition of IoT trends with a particular
focus on the industrial situation [23] [24] [25] [26] [27]. In each
of these studies, the author's abstracted patterns from current IoT
goods and innovations, and in some cases, split model
approaches and best - practices into two groups, respectively
patterns and pattern candidates (not fully formulated templates
that can be promoted to patterns in the future). Moreover, in
robotics, typical issues are often solved by modularity, which
can be viewed as the hardware equivalent of the software pattern
[28]. Even so, in the sense of system-level hardware
architecture, the issue of defining design and manufacturing
patterns was directly discussed, with the authors attempting to
rewrite the initial concept of software design patterns for the
hardware situation [29]. A parallel strategy was used for cloud
infrastructure and for what are known as smart contracts in
financial services [30] [31].

Fig. 2. The block-scheme of the IoRT[37]

The Smart Space lacks agents that can undertake activities
in the room despite the availability of fundamental monitoring
functions and executive processes (moving objects, performing
certain operations or services, etc.). Examples of such agents are
assistant robots, manipulators, utility robots, and personal
cars/robots. By integrating and developing the capabilities of the

In the comprehensive work of [23] [32] [33], the authors
reviewed major works on pattern recognition, description, and
implementation to select a collection of elements, some
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Smart Space and robots, the development of autonomous agents
in the Smart Space contributes to the definition of IoRT.
Modern robotics usually focuses only on increasing robot
autonomy, improving vision criteria with robotic sensors, and
on-board data processing that allows robots to perform tasks
autonomously. The atmosphere in the room where the robots
perform certain activities, various sensors (RFID, presence
detectors, surveillance cameras, magnetic sensors, IR/audio
signals, etc.) and computer resources (smartphones, routers,
etc.). Therefore, all robots and intelligent space, whose
capabilities and functions are enhanced by the capabilities of the
intelligent environment, benefit from such a combination when
agents (robots) often perform complex operations, in addition,
to control functions in intelligent space perform basic operations
with simple mechanisms. Robots can receive instructions from
a smart space (such as a smart building or smart factory), which
monitors progress and gives the robot instructions from a
network of smart environmental sensors, such as optimal
navigation, avoiding obstacles/collisions, or successful
interaction between humans and robots, thanks in part to this
combination As a result, the robotic Internet of Things is a much
more advanced version of the IoT, and it also enables the
integration of new technologies such as cloud computing,
sensors, and wireless control, data analytics, distributed control
and communication of the Smart Space such as decision control,
detection, manipulation, multi-agent control, control, and
programming as well as human-robot interaction - from Smart
Field (Fig. 2) [37].

consequences for task-sharing among robots, such as enabling
teleoperation. These systems' evolution has now entered the user
industry, for example, to enable online meetings and
telepresence healthcare equipment [42]. Cloud robotic systems
have also arisen to address the shortcomings of networked
robotics by using scalable capabilities provided by cloud
computing [43].
IoRT goes beyond networked and collaborative/cloud
robots. Integrate different smart devices into a distributed
architecture with systems running both in the cloud and at the
edge. IoRT examines the different ways in which IoT
technologies and robotic "devices" are combined today to
provide advanced robotic capabilities [38].
The fast expansion of different radio access methods to link
smart devices to the edge has resulted in the rise of
heterogeneous mobile networks that require extensive
configuration, administration, and maintenance. AI approaches
enable the near-perfect integration of IoRT processing systems
into IoT applications.
The combination of advanced discovery/action, networking,
local and distributed computing takes the original vision of IoT
to a whole new dimension. The definition enables the following
baseline attributes to be summarized. Create and specify the
properties of robotic technologies that set them out as a unique
class of IoT services. Show how the IoT model improves the
core features of robotics technology, such as acceleration,
stability, manipulation, intellect, and autonomy [44]. Show how
IoT and robotics technology works together to include ambient
sensing, knowledge, and localization. Integration of IoT,
semantic processing, and artificial intelligence technology is
part of recent trends [38].

A. Concepts
Artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, machine learning, and
swarm technology will power the next stage of IoT application
growth. Robotics systems have historically given a
programmable dimension to computers programmed to perform
laborious and routine tasks. Artificial intelligence and machine
learning enable these computers to work by making decisions
and learning algorithms rather than programming.

B. IORT Abilities
The multidiscipline design of the IoRT fits the same pattern
as the IoT in that it has sophisticated robotic technologies,
resulting in the emergence of interdisciplinary applications for
multiple and diverse disciplines.

Industrial IoT is a branch of the Internet of Things in which
edge nodes, computing units, and networks communicate with
their surroundings to produce data that can be used to optimize
processes. IoRT technologies can be realistically allocated in
this environment by autonomous functions and IoT [38]. A
wired robot is a robotic computer that is linked to a networking
network, such as the Internet or a local area network (LAN). The
network could be wired or wireless, and it could use any of
several protocols, including TCP, UDP, or 802.11. Many new
technologies, ranging from automation to discovery, are
currently being developed. The sensor network broadens the
robots' efficient sensing range. This allows them to
communicate with each other over long distances to organize
their activities. In turn, robots can install, repair and maintain a
network of sensors, increasing its reliability and availability [39]
[40].

Technically, IoRT relies on the basic robot capabilities,
which are broadly categorized into three: basic abilities, higherlevel abilities, and system-level abilities [8].
• Basic Abilities:

The development of a science foundation that connects
connectivity for managing and activating new capabilities is a
popular problem in the two subclasses of networked robots. A
robot is usually a closed system(s) with large capacities.
Wireless networks are needed for networked robots to share data
among multiple robots [41]. This communication has significant
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o

Perception Ability: In terms of space, time, and
kind of information, IoT sensor and data analytics
technologies offer robots a broader horizon than
local, onboard sensing. Putting sensors on mobile
robots, on the other hand, helps them to be
positioned in a scalable and interactive manner,
enabling sophisticated active sensing strategies
[8].

o

Motion Ability: One of the primary benefits of
robotic systems is their ability to travel. While
mechanical architecture is the most important
factor in determining the inherent efficiency of
robot mobility, IoT networking may assist mobile
robots in controlling automated doors and
elevators, for example, in logistics robotics and
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support applications [45]. IoT software utilities
can assist in the management of distributed
robotic systems in large-scale applications
including M2M and network protocols, last-mile
deployment,
precision
farming,
and
environmental monitoring [46].
o

•

example,
uncomfortable
positions,
unnecessary activity, and repeated actions)
are rising issues in the industrial sector.
Throughout this regard, interactive robotics
designed specifically for manufacturing
activities has emerged as an appealing
solution to the issue. The biggest advantage of
IoT in terms of cognitive capacity is the
infrastructure and technology of AI, as well as
the recognition of emotions and the
interaction of the Emotional Interaction
Intelligence Robot (iRobot) with the cloudbased IoT network. performances are both the
assembly of the chip and the productivity of
development [49][48].

Manipulation Ability: While IoT's major
objective is to sense the world, robots' major
objective is to change it. Using their end effectors,
robots will grab, raise, catch, and shift objects.
The sequence of the pairs applied to the joints
may be calculated using inverse kinematics when
the robot learns the important aspects of the item,
such as its direction and shape [8].

Higher Level Abilities:
o

Decisional Autonomy: Decision autonomy
refers to the system's ability to determine the
best course of action to complete its tasks.
This is frequently neglected in IoT
middleware: apps use an execution API called
smarts, which hides the intrinsic complexity
[8].

o

Interaction Ability: Interaction ability refers
to a robot's ability to communicate
mechanically, cognitively, and socially with
controllers or other systems in a production
environment. The Interaction ability reflects
on how IoT technology can improve humanrobot interaction in the industrial world. IoT
devices can improve the robustness of humanrobot interaction in the manufacturing world.
The (IoT) will include details on the location
and condition of parts and facilities to help
decipher natural language commands, which
are often ambiguous or contain tacit
assumptions [47][48].

o

Cognitive Ability: Given the exponential
increase in robot participation in many areas
of life, understanding how robots manipulate
people's emotions during human-robot
encounters is key to driving robot adoption in
society. Mental health, in especially, is
considered to be the area where robot
technology can have the greatest impact in a
short time. Cognitive robots can grasp the
interaction between themselves and the
world, between objects, and the potential
effect of their behavior through reasoning
about and inferring information from
experience. Inside a smart warehouse,
incorporating edge computing facilitates the
expansion of the cloud platform's computing
power, network bandwidth, and storage to the
IoT edge, as well as upstream and
downstream delivery of data in resource
planning and production and development
processes [49]. Workplace risk factors (for

•
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System-Level Abilities
o

Configurability: Configurability is described
as the ability of a robotic system to be
customized for specific tasks or reconfigured
for various tasks. IoT is useful in the
manufacturing
context
for
software
configurability and interactive configuration
of several computers that contribute different
functionality and collaborate to execute
complex tasks or jobs. For example, to save
changeover and set-up time, an assembly line
has been built as a multi-agent system with
personality capabilities [50]. The (IoT) and
artificial intelligence (AI) become engines of
technological
progress
in
smart
manufacturing, contributing to economic
well-being and improving people's lives. In
intelligent
storage,
edge
computing
consolidation extends the power of cloud
computing, networking, and storage speeds to
the edge of the IoT, as well as streamlining
resource planning and up and down data
delivery during the production cycle and
development. In addition, cloud-based
Internet of Things (IoT) architecture and its
main competitor, artificial intelligence
technology, enable Intelligent Affective
Interaction Intelligent Robot (iRobot) to solve
the psychological problems of the user [48].

o

Adaptability: Adaptability refers to a system's
ability to respond to a variety of job situations,
conditions, surroundings, and needs. This
requires the ability to react to unanticipated
circumstances, flaws, evolving roles and
conditions, and unpredictable human
behavior. Perception, decision-making, and
configuration skills are primary enablers of
adaptability [8].

o

Dependability: The dependability of the
hardware and software modules of the robots,
the assurances of protection while interacting
with people, and the extent to which devices
will execute their work in the event of an
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•

accident or other unanticipated circumstances
are all aspects of reliability. One method of
ensuring dependability is forecasting faults or
conflicts. In a factory, for example, if the
operator goes too close to the robot, it will
stop. IoT technologies can help by adding
practical tools. Rampa et al. [51] exploited
radio field interference to forecast a user's
position using a modest array of transceivers
in a robotic cell. Sensors have been placed
into the clothes and helmets of other
researchers. By integrating data from fixed
cameras and onboard sensors with historical
data of human trajectories Qian et al. [52]
developed a probabilistic paradigm to prevent
conflicts between human and robotic motions
[8].

Service and Applications Layer: The installation and
execution of joint and customized programs for sensing,
processing, and controlling all parameters and
environmental agents (sensors, actuators, and robots) in
smart space were carried out at the service and
application level by the interconnected IoRT. In
addition to this level of modern sensory processing
algorithms, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) algorithms can be used to increase IoRT
efficiency by transferring low-latency data to modern
database devices [37].

IV.

IORT TECHNOLOGIES

This section presents various technologies, such as IoRT,
that enable the design and execution of sophisticated robots.
IoRT has many technologies such as sensors and actuators,
communication technologies, processing, and sensors/ actuators
data fusion, environments, objects, things, modeling and
dynamic mapping, virtual and augmented reality, voice
recognition, voice control, orchestration, decentralized cloud,
adaptation, machine learning, end to an end operation and
internet technologies safety and security framework, blockchain
[38], [53], [54].
Below are brief descriptions of some of the IoRT
technologies that allow building, installation, and deploy IoT
applications.
A. Actuators and Sensors
Sensors and actuators have valuable features both within and
outside of the IoRT construction components. Robotic
Interaction Services (RoIS) also describes the use of the brick
view. RoIS summarizes the features of the robot-human-robot
(HRI) interface and charts in the service robot. Human detection
and identification (HRI) components are conceptual functional
aspects performed by physical equipment such as sensors
installed on a robot and/or surroundings. IoRT applications are
subjected to sunshine, darkness, rain, fog, dust, and other
environmental conditions, which requires the use of low-cost
solid-state semiconductor (CMOS) image sensors that are stable
under a variety of situations, such as [55].

Fig. 3. The architecture for the IoRT framework [37].

C. The Architecture of IORT
In this part, we provide a three-tier IoRT reference
architecture. Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of the device,
which consists of three main layers: the first physical, the second
network and management, and the third services and
applications.
•

•

Physical Layer: The physical layer consists of different
robots, sensors, and actuators. Robots are autonomous
entities that can interact with one another and form a
multi-robot system to accomplish a shared purpose.
Sensors in the Physical layer are sensors that track
important environmental parameters. The primary way
to connect robots and sensors is at the network and
control level, where different components can interact
and control processes in an intelligent environment
using standard protocols [37].

For scanning the road surface (horizontal projection) and
object identification, the sensors must have a high resolution and
sensitivity (vertical projection). RoIS feature enables the
development of software that can be deployed on both gateways
and platforms but is particularly applicable to HRI situations. It
is intended to allow the production and implementation of IoRT
systems on a variety of platforms, such as smartphones and
smartwatches, smart meters, and smart cars. Future IoRT
functions would necessitate more height detail, 3D visualization,
and sensor/actuator fusion[56].

Network and Control Layer: The network and
management layer may include numerous routers,
switches, local and cloud storage (servers), and
networking and management protocols. To preprocess
and archive data from sensors, actuators, and robots,
both local storage (for each smart space or smart
building in general) and distant storage (in the clouds)
can be employed [37].

LIDAR systems are ineffective for close-in monitoring, so
autonomous robotic things must be fitted with radars. When the
environment is clouded by smoke, dust, or other atmospheric
circumstances, a radar scanner is an exciting tool for collision
avoidance. A 3D representation of an environment based on or
customized to existing/new sensor technologies is required for
robotic equipment [57] [38].
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B. Technologies of Communication
IoRT's connectivity architecture requires new techniques
that allow shared real-time computing and data stream sharing.
The Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) low power small areas
infrastructure for IoT implementations is based on 3GPP
standards and uses the same 4G/LTE network.

E. Frameworks for Security
The biggest barrier to effective IoRT implementation in the
real world is protection and security to enable efficient
collaboration with networks, sensors, and other robots, as well
as to control all kinds of illegal behavior and simulate different
network attacks and intrusions [61], [62]. To transmit
information end-to-end securely and reliably, IoRT networks
need to be built. In terms of honesty and secrecy, security
systems can relay information safely obtained by robotics. IoRT
poses a significant threat to companies that collect data from
robotic systems. As a result, multiple devices are needed to
protect data from illegal access. Furthermore, IoRT networks are
still wired to the Internet, exposing them to new types of data
breach attacks [63], [64].

Bluetooth is a low-power, low-cost wireless networking
technology that is built on the IEEE 802.15.1 specification.
LoRaWAN is a network protocol designed for end-nodes that
are operated by batteries. The attached node's battery life is
usually very long, lasting up to ten years All connections are
bidirectional, multicast compatible, and in star-to-star topology.
Ten-year battery life and low-cost devices will enable a wide
range of applications that can support many low-efficiency
devices [38].

IoRT systems must provide a physical access control
mechanism to validate data, ensure confidentiality and trust, and
most importantly protect the confidentiality of information [22].

C. Voice Recognition, Voice Control
Speech recognition and control systems play an important
part in facilitating improved human-robot interactions. With the
development of IoRT, there seems to be a need for collaboration
between robots, so a suitable platform is needed for humanrobot collaboration to enhance digital experiences IoRT-based
robotics is widely used in tourism planning and guidance,
patient care, in factories, homes, search and rescue, schools, etc.
It can be used in a variety of applications, including
manufacturing processes. To do this, IoRT systems must be
equipped with simple interfaces that allow communication
between machines and humans. Speech recognition and
response technologies are critical in this sense. The structures
should be modular and versatile enough to remove noise by
using data from the robot's movements and gestures.
Microphone efficiency and speech recognition algorithms need
to be greatly improved to suppress external noise IoRT systems
can be equipped with multi-channel systems using advanced
techniques such as sidelobe suppression and field noise
suppression [58][22].

V. CHALLENGES OF IORT
The integration of robotic technology with IoT systems and
cloud computing is the goal of IoRT. The interaction between
the study domains of IoT, cloud computing, and robotics is
continually expanding as a result of this convergence [65].
Concerns about permission networks, maintaining access,
infrastructure, and interacting with other robots, and following
organized paths make it difficult for multiple robots to
cooperate. HRI-defined human movements must be adapted by
intelligent robots. In recent years, modern types of HRI such as
gaze tracking, voice interaction, and biological recognition have
been investigated, but these have yet to be tested as most of them
have only been studied in research laboratories [66].
Advances in IoRT technology can hold the key to a modern,
better way of managing industrial operations. Remote working
has recently received a lot of coverage thanks to the many
advantages it provides. Remote working helps increase
productivity through a better work-life balance. Students are
rewarded higher in a classroom environment for using social
robots deployed in an IoRT scenario. Remote education is
extremely useful for students who are unable to leave their
homes due to sickness. The educational relationship between
people and robots has to be further developed [67] [68] [69].

D. Machine Learning
In recent years, the IoT has begun to adopt machine learning
and deep learning approaches, methodologies, and algorithms to
add advanced knowledge to connected devices. Machine
learning, a subfield of computer science and artificial
intelligence, originated from model analysis and statistical
learning. This allows computers to learn from data by
experimenting with building models to simulate and explore
datasets. In the coming years, machine learning may replace
human learning for data processing and prediction [59].

Energy demand is one of the most pressing problems in the
industrial energy consumption period. The challenge in
measuring and optimizing energy quality in smart environments
stems primarily from a lack of precise comprehension of energy
consumption behavior [70]. To address this concern,
considerable focus and effort must be devoted to gathering data
on energy usage from smart sensors. To achieve sustainable
processes, this knowledge must be incorporated into supply
management [71].

Through IoT and machine learning, IoRT systems are
becoming more efficient, allowing them to easily adjust to
changing surroundings, execute high-level dynamic
computations in real-time, and increase performance. At the
core of the IoRT learning service is a key issue in the design and
execution of learning models, which must be efficiently
constructed to satisfy the needs of computing resources placed
at network nodes and then adapted to the underlying fabric lowlevel data mining. ANNs were proposed by Razafimandimby et
al [60] to enable worldwide communication across IoRT robotic
systems. Neural networks can strike a balance between targeted
network coverage and QoS connection [22].

Significant volumes of data are processed in IoRT systems,
which causes cyber-security issues. In such cases, the IoRT
network can need additional calculation and storage capacities.
Insecure contact between users and robots is one of the most
serious cyber-security issues [72].
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In the world of manufacturing, the collaboration between
humans and robots is a very important issue. Production data
must be saved in the same format and material provided at the
time of creation. Data must be shared using the same encrypted
protocol with any other compatible industrial infrastructure
anywhere in the world. Output and other industrial management
applications should be kept secret and closely supervised. The
information history can also hold the key to ensuring cyberphysical protection [73].

VI. IORT APPLICATIONS
Some businesses are profiting from the fourth industrial
revolution's exponential development, which combines
automation, CPS, and the cloud. IoRT systems have many
benefits over conventional robotic implementations in this
sense. Examples: transferring resource-intensive activities to the
cloud, accessing large amounts of data, and exchanging
information with other robots.
The sections that follow detail the many areas where IoRT
solutions are addressed and introduced. Table 1, in the following
sections, details the situations discussed in this section, showing
the different types of advanced technology being considered in
different contexts. Moreover, the literature gathered covers a
wide range of topics, and it should be emphasized that the
analytical methods and technologies utilized are typically
consistent.

Addressing the challenges of cyber-physical security is
imperative to advance the evolution of IoRT networks into smart
spaces. Security issues related to CPS and robot connectivity
require further investigation. Connecting smart devices is key to
further progress in both manufacturing and science [74].

TABLE I.
Ref.

AN SUMMARY OF THE STUDIES UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR IORT APPLICATIONS.
Year

Description

Application

[79]

2019

Automatic route planning of 6-axis robotic operators for smart workstations with
a cloud platform that tracks devices using TCP / IP protocol for remote control
and torpedo network.

Manufacturing

[82]

2019

Connecting robots into CPPS to handle varied weight items, as well as
integrating UGV with robotic manipulators and air traffic systems to build a
smart factory and smart production.

Manufacturing

[87]

2019

PCDEE-Circle is a collaborative human-robot disassembly planning approach.
For the HRCD work, it employs a variety of Bee algorithm-based planning
methodologies.

Manufacturing

[80]

2018

The route planning algorithm enables a bipedal robot to move in a stable
environment using the fast walking method (FMM) so that it can move in both
known and unknown modes.

Manufacturing

[88]

2019

Using point cloud data from different stereo vision devices, a deformation of the
error model based on the iterative nearest point algorithm is used to predict the
position of a robot's object.

Manufacturing

[89]

2018

The mobile robot is equipped with various agricultural sensors (humidity sensor,
temperature sensor, pollution sensor, crop hazard sensor) and voice detection via
a network smartwatch.

Agriculture

[90]

2020

Collaboration between Discrete Event systems (DES) and Distinct Field Robots
and a new approach based on Ramadz-Wonham's (RW) theory has succeeded in
controlling complex and dynamic systems involving various multi robots for
smart agriculture.

Agriculture

[91]

2020

Embedded electronics, IoT, and WSN are used to power a smart farming system
for farms.

Agriculture

[92]

2020

UGVs are used to find the most suitable deploying spot for a WSN device,
analyzing the field and gathering knowledge about the terrain situation.

Agriculture

[93]

2019

Deploy a collection of UGVs to collect data from designated areas of interest
using the Voronoi partition utilizing a distributed approach.

Agriculture

[94]

2018

The Cloud and IoT-Powered Indoor Robot (CIoT) for medicine delivery are
based on cloud networks and include an integrated multi-core device, RFID, and
the IEEE802.11 network protocol.

Healthcare
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Applied Technology
• Robot Navigation and Path
planning
• Cloud Computing
• Collecting Data
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Cloud Computing
• Collecting Data
• Cloud Computing
• Human Robots Interaction (HRI)
• Robot Navigation and Path
planning
• Collecting Data
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• Cloud Computing
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• HRI
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• Multi-Robots
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• Cloud Computing
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• Collecting Data
• Image Processing
• Multi-Robots
• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Cloud Computing
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2019

Home-TeleBot is an IoT-enabled general-purpose telerobotic architecture that
integrates a human motion capture subsystem with a robot control subsystem to
assist home health solutions. YuMi, a two-handed collaborative robot, is used to
simulate human movements sensed by a set of portable inertial motion detection
sensors.

Healthcare

• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• HRI

2018

Autonomous Networked Robots (ANR) for surveillance, RF transceivers for
networking and communication, with WSN implementation, and any sensor
node comprised of smoke, infrared fire, odor, and motion sensors.

Surveillance

• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data
• Multi-Robots

[97]

2018

Mines and hazardous gases were detected using a multipurpose field monitoring
robot. NodeMCU is an abbreviation for NodeMCU WiFi, which is used to link
controllers and build robots capable of navigating and collecting data on any
terrain. The data collected by the robot's sensors are transferred to cloud servers.

Surveillance

[98]

2018

InterBot 1.0 is an IoT-based robot system that is fitted for both long-range and
short-range communication devices. For smart surveillance, the robot is
effective at tracking real-time environments.

Surveillance

[95]

[96]

• Collecting Data
• Cloud Computing

• Robot Navigation and Path
Planning
• Collecting Data.

attempts to capabilities for individual limitations by utilizing the
skills of robots and human operators [86].

A. Manufacture
Robot-based processing is the foundation of smart
manufacturing [75]. Manufacturing is adopting Industry 4.0
concepts such as sensor integration, robotics, and product and
process control. The Fourth Industrial Revolution has changed
the way goods are produced [76].

B. Agriculture
IoRT systems may be built and deployed to provide farm
technology that integrates resources, goods, and information
[89]. Climate-sensitive agriculture (CSA) and sustainable
intensification (SI) are the fundamental ideas of smart
agriculture. CSA systems based on IoRT architecture may be
used to develop the most resistant crop types to moisture,
drought, floods, and salinity [99] [100]. SI exists to identify the
optimum answer to resource scarcity and environmental
protection by collecting and cultivating arable land under
changing conditions, as well as to balance agricultural yields and
environmental needs. The CSA's primary goal is to boost
incomes and food stability by eliminating poverty.

Smart manufacturing entails device versatility, management,
and transition adaptation. Especially in terms of manufacturing
processes, additive manufacturing is a crucial process. Indeed,
breakthroughs in digital technology coming during the fourth
industrial revolution must maintain pace with advancements in
manufacturing processes and materials. In this environment,
flexible additive electronics and their process robustness are
important aspects for enabling smart production with sensor
systems [77].
IoRT can involve many industrial uses, such as spot welding
and spray painting [78]. Path mapping and navigation are critical
for many manufacturing robots [79] [80]. It is important to
increase the route planning algorithm's performance and to
incorporate a cloud computing solution [81]. Using embedded
CPSs, IoRT technologies will improve the robotic assembly
process [82]. Industrial robots can overcome many knowledge
and learning limitations by exchanging data with the cloud,
uploading data about production architecture and other robots to
the system [83].

SI aims to capitalize on crop complementarities by using the
variety of crop types in the region. It also seeks to solve the
problem of climate change adaptation, as farmers are unlikely to
follow practices that would not result in higher yields in the short
term [101][102].
Robotic systems in agriculture can be very useful for
obtaining qualitative-quantitative material [103]. Integrating
IoRT systems into agricultural machinery needs a novel method
for managing feedback signals from the control system to the
actuators [104]. IoRT-based smart farming systems are designed
for various agricultural activities such as moisture-managing,
irrigation, field control, and pest and animal protection. Such
schemes can increase economic feasibility while reducing
environmental effects and rising food security [105].

The computing power of the cloud servers compensates for
the reduced computing power of the robotic system. Cloud
robotics usage and development have changed considerably,
boosting the convenience and scalability of production job
scheduling. The robotic assembly line has become a robotic
assembly line where robots perform tasks that were previously
performed by human labor. It has been made robotic [84].

Precision seeding is the use of an IoRT strategy for
herbicide, fertilization, or irrigation [93][90]. A WSN system
consists of a small number of nodes containing radio frequency
transceivers, microcontrollers, sensors, and power supplies
[106]. IoT sensors are installed in a particular region to monitor
environmental parameters via a wireless link and automatically
sending data via multi-hop communication [13]. It is critical to
install the node sensors in a heterogeneous manner to achieve
the greatest coverage with the least amount of energy
consumption to maximize yields and reduce costs [107].

Collaborative robots are stable, easy to use, and can support
human operators, while the robot is in motion, the location of
the person and the position of the hands should be calculated in
real-time [85]. Methods based on inertial sensors and vision can
be used to identify human activity in interactive work
environments. The use of IoRT systems in smart manufacturing
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WSN technologies are important in smart farming because
they can self-regulate, diagnose, and organize themselves [108].
These characteristics allow great geographical and temporal
resolution for crop monitoring in agricultural areas utilizing
sensor nodes [109]. The hand robot autonomously configures
the sensor network [94]. With this information, a robotic device
can deliver water, fertilizer, and insecticides to more precise
volumes and places [110].

VII. DISCUSSION
As the first ICT revolution (from the desktop computer to
the internet, to smartphones and wearable devices, to the Cloud
and Internet of things) qualitatively enhanced data management,
personal robot technologies would enable a similar drastic jump
in their ability to function in the real world. The convergence of
robotics with the IoT and Artificial Intelligence would be
critical. IoT provides the ability to communicate with various
stakeholders such as applications, smartphones, and people
contact, providing the right option for multiple application
domains. The combination of robotics, IoT, and artificial
intelligence results in robots that can execute more complicated
tasks independently or in collaboration with humans. In an IoT
system, several robots can be conveniently integrated among
themselves, as well as with objects and people, allowing data to
be transferred to them without the need for human-to-computer
or human-to-human contact. Basic theory derived from the
application of artificial intelligence, including the use of cloud
services [78], for instance, has a positive impact on device
performance and dependability, and also user protection and
responsive
physical
and
behavioral
human-robot
interaction/collaboration.

C. Health-Care
Combining robots with IoT sensors and devices has several
benefits in detecting patient issues and giving real-time health
information, reducing the risk of human mistakes, such as
medication, dosage, and treatment misdiagnosis [111].
Furthermore, IoRT technology has the potential to help a variety
of different applications, including patient, staff, and ambulance
monitoring, as well as automated data gathering and discovery
[95][102].
D. Education
Robots in education must utilize intelligent and adaptable
tactics to build and sustain rewarding social interactions with
humans, as well as to provide support services such as
homework and learning [112]. HRI may be assessed using
electrodermal activity (EDA), which is a change in skin
conductivity that occurs in response to concentration, anxiety,
and arousal [113]. Furthermore, because children cannot
respond to these impulses as adults do, the EDA response in
children may deviate greatly from the average response in adults
[114]. In such circumstances, IoRT systems used in children's
education must gather, store, and evaluate data to create
automatic predictions about the activities and states of the
children [102].

Route planning is currently a challenge for industrial
research, as the ability to locate and navigate independently is
crucial for many industrial robots [79]. The assembly process is
the process of integrating various components to create a new
subcomponent or final product. IoRT technologies can improve
such a process by utilizing integrated CPS, which intends to
employ several robots to reposition or move components and
execute more sophisticated assembly operations [82].
The main objective of the agricultural management approach
is to efficiently reduce agricultural resources by limiting
agricultural production costs and maximizing yield. To do this,
a smart sensor network may be utilized to monitor and measure
any changes in plants using a smart sensor network [91]. In [92],
a sensor network is deployed automatically by a mobile robot,
which is used to find the optimal location of the distribution
node sensors to collect as much data from the environment as
possible.

E. Surveillance
Monitoring of sites and individuals is a well-known problem
to regulate human wellbeing and maintain those ecosystems.
IoRT systems are crucial in this context because they may give
intelligent technologies for extensive monitoring in sensitive
regions, prisons, military boundaries, public places, and houses
[115][116]. Closed-circuit television CCTV cameras are
commonly used to monitor the surroundings, both indoors and
out [117]. However, such technology has several issues and
limits, primarily because of the possibility of manipulation and
the presence of blind areas. These drawbacks can be mitigated
in part by increasing the number of cameras in the system which
covers more corners at the expense of increasing the system's
cost and complexity [118].

Especially IoRT is used in various applications, especially
for people with mental disorders, paralysis, patients, disabilities,
etc. used for patients. For example, it can provide medical,
social, and economic benefits to groups of patients with special
needs [94]. Additionally, IoRT technologies can offer many
benefits, such as automated data collection and detection, as well
as other applications such as patient, staff, and ambulance
monitoring [95].

Enabling and deploying IoRT applications is frequently
ideal in surveillance environments since IoRT systems may be
created and deployed rapidly and reliably to cover vast regions
to safeguard a particular region [98]. Additionally, cloud
systems linked with robotics for real-time monitoring are
especially effective for remote monitoring and human presence
detection of environments such as homes, enterprises
[97][119][120][121]. Measurements from sensors such as GPS,
magnetic field, air quality, and environmental values also help
in monitoring interior and outdoor conditions, since the robot
may send data in real-time during a surveillance mission
[122][96] [123][124][102].

It is a known problem to monitor places and people to
monitor human health and maintain certain environmental
conditions. IoRT systems play an important role in this context
since they may provide smart technologies for extensive
monitoring in situations such as sensitive locations, hospitals,
military boundaries, public places, and households [115].
Furthermore, cloud technologies combined with robots that
provide real-time sensing are particularly beneficial for remote
monitoring of surroundings such as homes, industrial facilities,
retail stores, and wholesalers in a common scenario, among
others [97].
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Fig. 4 shows a graphical overview of the IoRT studies
described. IoRT has a wide range of applications in the industrial
and agricultural sectors (Fig. 4).

workplaces that will gain from the dispersion of modern robotics
and networking technology.
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